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Abstract 
Higher Dimensional States (HDS) may exist as shown through termites habitat construction. In 

this paper, the author explore the oscillation of HDS and how it controls each termite. 
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Abbreviations: 

C - Very fundamental unit of universe Cs- Very fundamental unit for soul 

Cp - Very fundamental unit for particle 
Cf - Very fundamental unit for fundamental forces 

Cpf - Space of non-living beings or Particles and fundamental forces combination in C 

Cpfs - Very fundamental unit in trinity form, that is, particle, fundamental forces, and soul. 

G-Cpfs - God in C with trinity form, that is, particles, fundamental forces, and soul combined. 
Gh-Cpfs - Ghost in C with trinity form, that is, particles, fundamental forces, and soul combined. 

D-Cpfs - Devil in C with trinity form, that is, particles, fundamental forces and soul combined. 

HDS - Higher Dimensional State/States LDS- Lower Dimensional State/States 
G- God 

Gh - Ghost 

l - Number of dimensions in particle (for each very fundamental unit as Cp) 

m - Number of dimensions in fundamental forces (for each very fundamental unit as Cf) 
n - Number of dimensions in soul (for each very fundamental unit as Cs) 

Cn = n number of prime factors, C3 for this universe, that is Cp, Cf and Cs 

+ve - dimensions enhancing/reducing values of dimensions causing comfort to us 

-ve - dimensions enhancing/reducing values of dimensions causing discomfort to us 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Even though the termites‟ revelations cover as many as distances of 400 km apart, we do not 

have exact proof that they are oscillating across entire universe. The only way we have to believe 

is based on its abilities. In the same way, we have to believe a perfect system as explained in [2] 

based on what we see in this world and the termites images [1].This is how we have to explore 

the creation of our universe assuming a perfect system and on the way we will find out many 

hidden truths.  
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It is a small revelation by HDS to show they are oscillating across spaces, watching us, seeing all 

our ways. They know our past, records it; present, records it and future, it will record it also (will 

be explained with proof in future article).Walking through this path of perfect system, the forces 

governing the nature defined[2] and purpose of creation discussed, expansion, black holes 

concept, fundamental unit concept can be discussed. Based on the abilities of HDS, the timed 

and timeless state could be discussed. The Theory of relativity and why it happens could be 

discussed. The future articles include these. New theories could be proposed and there is a 

possibility this area(perfect system) will become wide. Here how HDS might have originated 

based on perfect system and purpose of creation is discussed. For all notations in this paper, just 

refer [2]. 

 

 

2. Higher dimensional states oscillating across spaces 

 

Higher dimensions are oscillating across the spaces may be the entire universe or system of 

universes is evident from the fact it constructed author‟s brother images from 400 km away from 

his home at a college „X‟ in Kannanur, Trichy [1] without seeing him. This shows they are 

linked across these distances and oscillating. 

 

The fact that higher dimensional states draws the images only from the memories (by 

overlapping the human soul just like in termites) of human can be disproved though the higher 

dimensions captures the memory of humans. No one (human) might have thought the images of 

author to be drawn particle (sand) by particle in a specific artistic manner. This will prove they 

themselves have the capacity to draw it(not extracted from human memory). From the fact that 

the higher dimensional states helping the author to write this paper showing termite images, it is 

proved that they knew the memories or thoughts of humans. Also the fact that we could not 

recollect exactly our memories shows the loss in the memory, but higher dimensional states can 

exactly extract our memories is proved the way it has drawn the termite images of known people 

and Mary image on wall by rain water diffusion in college „X‟ at Kannanur, Trichy [1]. 

 

The Mary image is in the mind of millions of humans, but to construct the image to appear on the 

walls, the control of atom by atom of rainwater, air, concrete particles required as a function of 

time as images to appear, the wetting on particle has to stay, thus control of temperature. This 

proves the control on non-living by the HDS to achieve specific task. Here it is appropriate to say 

the control of very fundamental unit of universe C rather than atoms, which is defined in this 

paper for perfect system. Thus, each fundamental unit itself can vary the dimension or 

environment varies. Again, to draw the image, the environment for each fundamental unit or 

group has to change. Thus, it is appropriate even the environment for each fundamental unit 

changes means the fundamental unit itself changes is the meaning. 
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The above discussion will prove that both human thinking (HDS have got the ability to spy it 

[14]) and the self-capabilities of higher dimensional states draws the images, that too it draws in 

short time, starting from less than hours to days. Another point to prove is the higher dimensional 

state, which draws these images, might be having the ability to differentiate the things or 

difference seeing ability as the way it helped in constructing the termite images or different 

known faces. From the fact that the images drawn by higher dimensional states helped the author 

or reference point to publish a paper, that is, helping him and giving beautiful information to 

humans through author; this proves the construction being done by +ve higher dimensional 

forces only, not by –ve higher dimensional forces. 

 

From the fact, at the same time termites images are drawn on different trees and each soul(each 

termites) is controlled to move each sand particles, it proves many souls[4,5,6 and 8] are 

involved in constructing the images(as per 1
st
,2

nd
,3

rd
 and 4

th
 images in figure9 in[1]),which  

proves no way for environmental control as the termites are denser, but for a perfect system 

environmental control is also possible, the rain water diffusion as in figure 4 in[1] proves this. 

The 5
th

,6
th
 ,7

th
 and 8

th
 images in figure9 of [1] proves the environmental control also as there are 

spaces between termites. 

 

From the images in figures (for example, figure 3 in[1](author‟s brother seeing a girl),figure 14(a 

girl become pregnant) etc) in[1], there is a link in each termite habitat. In addition, figure5 and 

14 in [1] are related based on the shape of images. This proves from the same commander 

different hierarchy of higher dimensional states exists and draws the images, each are linked to 

each other. Thus, a hierarchy of higher dimensional states exists just like in a corporate firm or 

industry.Figure1 (a) shows it for an industry and figure1 (b) shows it for higher dimensional 

states.HDS here means Higher Dimensional State. 
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3. How the control takes place 

 

HDS are linked each other and to the topmost HDS. This is not the case with workers in termites 

but in industry, workers can have link. The worker termites (5
th

 sensed) no need to know the aim 

of construction but managers should know. As all the higher dimensional states are linked, it can 

be said they are one and same. In this sense, the hierarchy can be neglected. The workers here in 

termites may not know the purpose of construction, but the higher order states knew. The 

possibilities for how the higher dimensional states motivate the termites has been given in [1]. 

From figure 9 in[1], the perfect control is possible if termites have been overlapped. This control 

is above the power or dimension given to termites naturally. From the fact that many termites 

construct single habitat (or face) and n soil particles are controlled by n termites, it appears that 

each termites has link, but they move unknowing to them is sure falling in one of the three 

possibilities above. It‟s against natural rule. From the figure9 in [1],the environment control can 

be neglected in some cases(1
st
,2

nd
,3

rd
 and 4

th
 images as the termites move very closely), even the 

environment around each termites controlled(termites not moving closely as in images 5
th

,6
th
,7

th
 

and 8
th

 there is space for environmental control),but it may lead to imperfection. Assuming the 

perfect system both are possible by higher dimensional states. 

 

In the point of view of very fundamental unit of universe C, all the C in termites body increase 

their dimensions as a function of reference points (as in the case of author[1]) or for a purpose by 

HDS is also possible. The further explanation of the possibilities can be explained in section 

1.This very fundamental unit C[7] is dispersed across the universes in different number of 

dimensions and linked to each other. In order C to be perfect, it has to have ∞ dimensions in 

particle, fundamental forces, and soul[11 and 12]. The one can say G-Cpfs and Gh-Cpfs exist in 

Cpfs (humans) and it is of top order if the dimensions are exist in ∞.It is sure higher dimensional 

states are dispersed across the universe or regions, that‟s why without bothering distances, they 

produce known images using termites even without seeing the images. Thus, here the 

fundamental unit concept of C dispersed across the universe fits here.  

 

As a function of time, the top-level higher dimensional state can vary its states in soul, particles, 

and fundamental forces in C across the universe or regions. The continuity is important for 

making a communication. Thus C is linked across the universes (if exist more), the continuity is 

maintained. This C is oscillating across the universes in different dimensional levels(number of 

dimensions l, m, n[2]) in soul(Cs),particles(Cp) and fundamental forces(Cf) form, that is three in 

1 or trinity form or even without it as Cp, Cf alone or Cp and Cf combined. If more prime factors 

exist as combinations of those also. 

 

Say the Cs exist with infinite dimension as God-soul, Cf with infinite dimensions as God-

fundamental forces and Cp with infinite dimensions as God-particle. They can occur in 

combinations. Some dimensions in them make them invisible. That‟s why the top-level higher 
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dimensional states and higher dimensional states below them are invisible. This will show that 

they are one and same, though the hierarchy has been drawn. The losses happening in soul, 

particle and fundamental forces in this universe are because of dimension limiters, they act 

opposite to +ve dimensions, which is due to lack of reversibility or flexibility. If anything affects 

the perfect system causing irreversible losses, then they are –ve forces.  

 

From the losses in soul, particles, and fundamental forces in this world, they are because of this 

dimension blockers, reversibility blockers, or flexibility blockers and are known as –ve forces. 

Here author‟s work can be controlled or confused by the dimension limiters, but it is not 

happening, rather the termites show, not confusing images and also showing relations. Thus one 

which is making comfort is +ve dimensions or forces, that is, termite images help the author to 

write a paper, publish it and gives information, making the author happy. Thus they are +ve 

forces. Sometimes, author may be facing troubles to make others happy, and then there should be 

some balance made (as for perfect system) for the troubles faced and it might be possible to 

know this balance after crossing the life in rule of region.  

 

It is difficult to change the rules in the rule of region as it will affect the dignity of higher 

dimensional states if some inequality arises in a way to balance the troubles faced by someone in 

this world itself or flexibility of soul will be lost if everything happens to a soul in this world 

easily and it will make it unfit for the higher dimensional states. Basic learning the humans get in 

this world is to know good and evil, take right choices, and stand. This is the purpose of life and 

this learning has very big meaning, that is, it will make the soul flexible to stand self, we humans 

might have to manage the universes like higher dimensional states. This might be the purpose 

why the balance for the troubles not possible in this world itself. Thus, the trouble faced cannot 

be said as because of –ve forces alone.  

 

Even the trouble faced by a human in this world makes some other happy, but indirectly scoring 

even it‟s negative to him/her. Thus +ve higher dimensional states keep the –ves to happen 

because –ves are needed to filter souls or to make them fit for the higher dimensional states. As 

unknowingly the man who earned happiness makes the troubled man fit to higher dimensional 

state, the higher dimensional states can maintain patience and not attacking the happy man 

(because of –ve action), but there might be a balance for this action also (say –ve doing people 

should get punishment).Thus both are helping the creator or topmost higher dimensional state in 

this regard. Thus for every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction. This is the hidden law 

of perfect system. Thus, a perfect system is one, which is balanced in particle, fundamental 

forces, and soul.  

 

Both the hierarchy level of management and without hierarchy should be possible with the 

assumed “Trinity concept or three in 1” as Cp,Cf and Cs can have ∞ dimensions. More over 

because of some dimensions existing with the higher dimensional states, they are invisible to 
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humans; this confirms anything is possible with the assumed base of perfect system. Thus, single 

top higher dimensional state spread across the distances is possible without different levels in 

higher dimensional states. Say this as before the Big bang[3,9,10 and 13]. Also from linkage 

factor (as in figure1) without hierarchy and with hierarchy is same.  

 

The dimensional hierarchy we see in this world is from humans to animals, plants and non-living 

beings. In invisible form, there might be many n dimensions, linked to a single topmost higher 

dimension, but from the losses or discomfort, it is proved another higher dimension tries to 

reduce the +ve dimensions, causing discomfort, say these as –ve forces or D-Cpfs. Because the 

visible form dimensions are in the hierarchy order, there is more possibility that  the invisible 

higher dimensional states are also in hierarchy order, as the invisible states has to govern the 

visible states as termites governed by invisible higher dimensional states. The best example each 

individual termite souls controlled to draw the known faces because the supervisor controls each 

termites, a hierarchy is required. As in many trees same shapes drawn, there should be someone 

above to control supervisors, say managers and above managers the topmost HDS. Figure 1 (b) 

is true for termites and, the below is also true as in figure2 if we assume a fly, that is, as one 

which can act as a copy of top HDS with size reduced to an infinitesimally small C. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 
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birth unknowing to the living beings. It does not mean the HDS is not in non-living being. It also 

exist in non-living being to fulfill our assumption HDS as a perfect system. Thus in particle say 

soul of HDS in sleep mode.  

 

 

5. How other HDS than top HDS might have originated 
 

In order to control the visible dimensions which are with experiencing both +ve and –ve 

dimensions (as loss is incurred), the higher dimensional states also should have experienced both 

+ve and –ve dimensions. As a overall, for human souls to experience the +ve and –ve 

dimensions it takes many billions of years in the rule of region (each human having life time), it 

means the universe is in the cyclic state as in the previous cyclic state the higher dimensions 

(many n numbers) acting in termites might be experienced both +ve and –ve dimensions. Thus, it 

can be said that universe is following a cycle, thus the journey of a human or in general a soul is 

endless as shown in figure3 below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 

Say at each cycle, it takes a twist to restructure the universe (end of one cycle) or make it ready 

for another cycle. This twist might be to choose the fit souls. Say it takes billions of years for 

each cycle. Even it is said that higher dimensional states have to go cycle like humans to become 

managers of the universe, it can be neglected from the perfect system assumption, that is, 

anything is possible, so simply if topmost higher dimensional state thinks then without going to 

cycle, it is possible to become like managers, but it will affect the dignity of topmost higher 

dimensional state and it will show the system as handicapped one, making humans alone to 

suffer. This can be justified from the freedom or linkage given to human and other higher 

dimensional states.  

 

Humans are trained with less linkage and more freedom to stand self as managers, this will 

produce unique kind of managers, less independent than other lower higher dimensional state 

(HDS), thus the training given to humans is different, and it will produce a different output. This 

will again affect the dignity of topmost higher dimensional state and it cannot be said perfect or 
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make it handicapped for making other HDS less freedom. This fact can be justified from the 

dimensions given to them, more over they can exist in invisible state; this will be like they 

occupy their space and they are balanced in their state, thus their needs are satisfied (a perfect 

system). Thus, this discussion will prove anything possible, no need to go a cycle like humans 

for HSD of lower levels as from the purpose (bonding and stand independent managers) they 

differ.  

 

This will make humans special in creation; the experience the humans get in this world would 

make them more independent like topmost higher dimensional state; but are linked to topmost. A 

different experience or a kind of different species in the HDS world will be the outcome. More 

over each human differ in the bonding level ranging from a limit to 0, each human is unique and 

will be placed in unique levels after the experiment in this world is over. This unique place will 

be one in which they will be well balanced, a kind of trying to be perfect. This makes logically 

good and maintained a balanced system, not making the topmost higher dimension or the system 

as handicapped one. It can be drawn as the freedom increases, the link, or bondage with higher 

dimensional states decreases. It can be shown from the following figure4. 
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This will prove that the souls, which are not following the rules of higher dimensions, will be 

detached. From the author‟s experience (termite images also), the rule of higher dimension is to 

have a “Beautiful Heart”. Figure7 and 8 in[1] on clouds and sand (termites) are example that the 

higher dimensional state is capable of controlling the particles and fundamental forces also 

without soul. Thus, both environment control and control of souls of termites by overlapping of 

soul are possible. Thus, with author and some people as reference, the particles, fundamental 

forces and soul changes [1], giving some information (that is, making the author comfort), thus a 

balanced steady perfect system is evolving with reference to author. Therefore, it is essential to 

study the qualities or properties of author or reference point, which are mainly +ve soul level 

dimensions, which makes the particles, fundamental forces etc to bend down or melt [1 and 2]. 

 

 

8. Conclusion 
 

The way the HDS give information to author using termites and other living beings show that the 

HDS works to serve human and fulfill the duty given by top HDS. Though we could not come to 

a conclusion how exactly termites make known images, it can construct the known images 

possibly using perfect system in many ways. How HDS can knew +ves and –ves and can have 

control are also discussed. 
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